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Tourism
Is People and Places
Travelling provides sights and sounds of people and
places throughout the world. .... a market place in Taipeh.
Taiwan, pictured above. or a huge sculpture on a plaza in
Florence. Italy. pictured at left. SIU faculty members and
students have trav,lIed to the four corners of the world.
Their impressions and descriptions of far-off places are
presented in the follOWing pages.
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SYDNEY. Australia-Parks are evel)'where in
Sydney. a city of 2.S-million inhabitants.
This is Taronga Park. with its nora} clock
and gardens. providing a view of the city's

-

."

~

skyline. Sydney claims to being 'the leading
holaday center of the entire South Pacific.'
with the sun shining on the city 342 of the

year's 36S days. The average winter temper.
atures is 54_6 degrees and in summer 70.6
degrees.
Copley News Service Photo
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HOUDAY TRAVEL
205 5oILUNOIS -

457-6173

40 n:ARS OF TRA J'EL EXPERIENCE

10 lE4RS IN THE TRA YEL BUSINESS

-EUROPE FOR $369 15 Da~, 8 Countries, Air Fares and AW
22 Dnys, 10 Countrin • $.;71

·GUARANTEED SUMMER
JOBS IN GERMANY
• SPECIAL
Shulent Sailings
from $155
·MARDI GRASin New Orleans
Easter in NASSAU
*Reduced Group Air Fares
to HA.aD
*Summer Schools in PARIS
ROME, FLORatCE
MADR•. ancl S A " " .

$225
·SPEGAL GROUP FARES
TO_OPE
·WEST _IES cruise from

$200
WANT TO JOIN A CAR POOL
IN EUROPE?
~

• YOU 1M. . OF TRAY&.
(BY PLANE, TRAIN OR STEAMER)
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Foreign Travel Pays Dividends
In Sharpened Perspectives
BY RICHARD FRANKLIN
-Director
Community Development
Institute
DiVidends from foreign
travel can come in several
currencies. One dividend for
my family and me, during our
swift swing around the globe,
was the solid gold of seeing
famous and historic placesWestminster Abbey. Rome,
the Acropolis. Taj Mahal,
Bangkok's canals and palaces,
Sydney's
"coathanger"
bridge, Waikiki.
SUll another currency came
in small denominations; this
was a keen sense. despite
seeing so much, of having
learned so little from the immense diversity and richness
encompassed within any country. Nearly six months in even
a "new" nation like Australia.
for instance, left us feeling
that we had barely begun to
absorb the sights, sounds and
configurations of life there.
Yet the purest coinage may
well have been the enormously
sharpened perspectives that
international travel lends.
Leaving home gives one the
distance from which to better
measure home-against the
way of living in a social clime
far from one's community and
country. At the same time the
relation of "home" to the
"whole" becomes more accurate. more in proportion,
more interconnected.
My wife and I, at the finish
of our stay in Australia, tried
to record our reactions in this
vein in anartic1eforthe Sydney Morning Herald. Hopefully, the excerpt that follows
illustrates the point.
"Can it be that we like Australia so much because we
think it is like America? The
answer is probably yes and
no. The twO countries cenainIy are enough alike that we
both speak 'approximately' the
same language. wear almost
identical fashions. laugh at

RICHARD FRANKLIN
many of the same storiesthe current elephant jokes,
for example. Our heritages
are similar. Each country
places high value on democracy as a way of daily life
(as well as a political philosophy). and our two cultural
seeds came from the British
Isles.
"Yet differences exist. too.
You have less extremes of
wealth-fewer slums and fewer mansions-than we in the
U.S. You pay allegiance [0 the
Crown and have more public

ownership in the economic
realm. Your educational system and ours are not too
similar in method or aimthough your students and ours
may read the same poets and
ponder common philosophical
concepts.
"Perhaps what it is that we
bave come to comprehend is
sufficient national commonalities for us to be able to
perceive your many stren);,,_h;:;
and empathize with ,,;u,
shortcomings - beca:J=~·
America either repre- ;!n t :;:. 'H
is capable of. so many ')1 l.,£,
same strengths and st-.ortcomings. We often see c'Jrselves in you, and understand
our own society better.
"Thus wiser, we can also
project our distinctive national destinies and see them as
increasingly interdepend~nt.
Where you are great. and we
are not yet, we see promise
for America. And the reverse
is also true."
There are, of course, other
gains from foreign travel. So
mucb depends upon the investor. His dividends hinge
in great part upon what he
seeks and what he commits
to the venture. Still, it's nearly impossible to lose.

Nature's Ballerinas
A ballet· the apple orchard presents in Aprll,
And every youthful tree a ballerina is.
Row after row of dainty dancers
Impatiently await the Maestro's signal.
All are the same, but none are the same.
For every branch and bough announces separate selfhood.
All are motionless; yet none are motionless.
For every poised arm rises in rhythmic movement.
All are nude; still none are nude,
For each is clothed in blush of Spring.
When t!'le Maestro gives His signal. buds swiftly unfold,
And every ballerina begins her dance. arms laden with
blossoms.
Apple-white.
Margaret S. Kent
Ri!'prinr:edfrom~
C"p~'rifltht

~.
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DRAGON DANCE AT CHINESE NEW YEAR

PAINTING BY RAN IN-TlNG, TAIWAN

The Year or the Horse

Chinese New Year Observance
Highlighted by Food and Fun
BY PETER LIU
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The "Miss Chinatown USA" pageant takes
place once again today in Chinatown-San
Francisco to highlight one of the biggest
attractions of the annual Chinese New Year
celebrations on this other half of the globe.
The city's more than 55,000 ChineseAmericans have also slated the "Miss
Chinatown" coronation on Jan. 27 and the
spectacular festival parade on Jan. 29.
Since Thursday evening-New Year's EveChinese on the mainland, as well as on
Taiwan and overseas in many quaners of
the world. have been celebrating their traditional, colorful spring festival-the New Year
in the lunar calendar, eqUivalent to the
western Christmas celebrations.
.
In welcome of tile happy Year of the Horsethe 4664th year of the lunar calendar-they
will spend as much as they can to make life
as cheerful and pleasant as possible.
For a few days they will all be on the
move-red-wrapped New Year parcels under
their arms. throwing greetings at each other
in folded hands and visiting friends and
relations. Children and adults alike dress up
in an new attire from cap to shoes, as much
as they can afford.
In the western Christmas tradition, children "ream of Santa Claus filling up their
stockings with gifts; but the Oriental youngsters analyze the past genercosity of their
uncles and close relatives and try to figure
out how much they will be grossing from
"red-packages" (enclosed With bills) during
the season of New Year's tokens.
The usual celebrations are centered no
less than on food and fun. At about six,o'c1ock
on New Year's Eve. the spring festival's
orgy of feasting begins. But before the
fam ily gathers for the big tiirmer. due respect
is paid to ancestors inviting them (symbolically) to join the feast. Then fire-crackers
announce the commencement.
The richness of house decorations usually
represent the good harvest of the past year.
Enormous red lanterns. bUnking with a
burning candle within. hang proudly in pairs
at the main gate. Good omen verses. in
attractive black-ink calJigraphyon red paper.
decorate the two pillars of the door. Other
traditional messages, such as "Noone should
pay atumtion to chatter of women and children:' are put up in the house to ensure
that no bad luck follows from words spoken
on New Year's Eve. At the same time, the
main doors are sealed on that evening with

the old saying. "When the doors are opened.
may good fonune roll In:' The doors are
opened just before the break of daylight on
New Year's Day.
This New Year. good fonune comes in
speed. strength. wealth and perseverance.
which. according to traditions. symbolize
the qualities of the horse. Astrological interpretations regard the Year (4664) of the
Horse to be a favorable one for the young
and steadfast. and industrious and forebearing. That patience and endurance will bring
fonh reward.
The Chinese staned using the lunar system
some 47 centuries ago. The symbolic cycle
of the Chinese lunar calendar is composed
of twelve animals-the horse. ram. monkey.
rooster. dog. boar. rat. ox. Uger. hare.
dragon and serpent. Each is honored every
12-year cycle. The first cycle began in
2637 B.C. (According to old Chinese marriage cuslOms. it is taboo to match a girl
born in the year of the tiger with a boy of
the ram year. for the tigress will devour
the poor ram!)
Formal celebration of the Chinese New
Year began in the Tang Dynasty. A.D. 618907. By then the method of figuring Ume
by the phases of the moon was centuries
old. To a basically agricultural society.
the lunar system has been a great help to
farmers in timing seed planting and harvesting. And to this day. the traditional-minded
Chinese have stuck to the custom of the old
calendar, but at the same time adopti"g the
western Gregorian system for conveniences
of international commerce and intercourses.
But when does "Yuan Dan" (New Year's
Day) fall in the western calendar? It takes
astronomers and mathematicians to find
out. Here's what they've figured for the
next 12-y ~ar cycle:
Ram Year (4665)
Monkey Year (4666)
Rooster Year (4667)
Dog Year (4668)
Boar Year (4669)
Rat Year (4670)
Ox Year (4671)
Tiger Year (4672)
Hare Year (4673)
Dragon Year (4674)
Serpent Year (4675)
Horse Year (4676)

Feb. 9.
Jan. 30.
Feb. 17.
Feb. 6.
Jan. 27.
Feb. 15.
Feb. 3,
Jan. 23.
Feb. If,
Jan. 31,
Feb. 18,
Feb. i.

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
19i3
19i4
IQ75
1976
}Q7i
1Qi8
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Shopping a Tourist Lure
In 'Pearl of the Orient'
BY CHARLES C. CLAYTON
Department of Journalism
(Editor's Note: Charles C.
Clayton is currently on leave
of absence establishing the
first school of journalism and
mass communications in the
Far East at Chinese University in Hong Kong.)

l\lexico: A Vacationland
Critical Of U.S.
BY ROBERT L. GOLD
Department of History
In the past 20 years Mexico has become a vacation
paradise for American tour-,
ists. Two years ago almost
800,000 Americans travelled
and shopped in the rourist
Mecca south of the border.
By December, 1965, Mexican
government officials estimate
that foreign tourist expendi .. '
tures will total $1,000,000,000
for the year; visi[ors from the
United States are expected to
contribute 80% of that amount
to the Mexican economy.
Yet, those linguistically
perceptive Americans who, by
design or error, stray somewhat from the luxury hotel
complexes and guided bustours of Mexic,o City, Taxco,
and Acapulc() are appalled to
encounter frequent expressions of anti-Americanism
and "gringo" deriSion.
Ant i- Americanism,
obviously, has a long bistory in
Mexic() witb origins in nineteenth-century "M a n if est
Destiny" and the war of 18461847; tbe
Mexican-United
States War cost the Pepublic
of Mexic() more than onehalf of its national territorywbat is now Arizona,California, Nevada,
New Mexico.
Texas. Utah and a portion of
Colorado.
Other incidents of American
interference in the internal
affairs of Mexico and Latin
America, such as U.S. intervention in the middle of the
Mexican Revolution 09131917), exacerbate.; Mexican
antagonism toward our country.
Today, anti-t\mericanism,
a!> I discovered during a research vi!>it (f) :-'Iexico last
summer, is based upon rhe
ogre of tourism, upon American foreign policy. and upon
U.S.
interverrif)n in I,arin
American affairs. i\lanv Mexican!> vehementlv censure rhl'
Uni£ed Srate!>-~upported Bay
of Pi!!:!> invasion, rhe !962
blockade ("quarraminL''') of
Cuba, and rhe recent nccupation of Sanro [)omin~o bv
American ;;oldiers. FducarE'd
Mexicans arguE' that rhe Cha rrer of rhe' Organization of
American States as,;erts absolute noninrervention in Articles 15 and 1:-. Arrick- 15
!>tate!>: "No srate or group
of stares has the right ro
intervene, direcrly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the inte·rnal or external affairs of any orher
state."
When Amcrienns are rhus
asleed why tht' ('nirt'd <;ratl's
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has ignored the!>e articles of
tbe OAS Charter, Which was
approved by the Americas at
the Bogota Conference in 1948,
few reasonable answers are
available. For most Mexicans
the specter of international
communism or the politicalpower struggle between the
United States and the Soviet
Union are not adequate reasons for intervention.
Our nation's Vietnamese
war also earns considerable
criticism in Mexico. Mexican
newspapers and periodicals
of numerous political persuasions decry the erroneous
bombing of innocent Vietnamese villap;ers and noncombatants and gas warfare'
in Viet Nam. Most Mexicans
feel that the war in Viet Nam
is a senseless waste of lives
and money.
The United States' recent
decision to limit the quantity
and dollar-toral of tourist imports from ahmad prompred
mnny i\texicans (0 sug~est rhat
Tourist
dollars previously
spent in :\\exico nnd ,I,atin
America will now Ill' divt'rted
to rh(' war m,H.:hine in Asia.
:\ Irhou~h Ih<' ('e<>oomk lugic
of "uct! :In :In!llnwnl j" definit(';Y
dl'har,;hle,
~Iexican
merchallts
and rourisr officials typically l'xplain the
future los" of do!l:!rs in such
Tt'rms.
( 'nirt'"
'irate,; domL'sri<:
prohlem:' likewi"e promore
c ririeal comment 'lmOl1~ our
:\lcxican neighhors. The :'ie)!:ro
cidl right,; dcmonstrations
and srreer rior,; in :'\cw York.
Warts and the South are regarded bv some :\lexieans a!<
'rcvolutionarv clas:;: srrU\'~glcs.
;\lore rhan' a few :\lexlcans
have pOinlL'd rhei r fingers .1£
me and. in effect. lk'dart'd:
"You Americans ar<' .llwavs
rnlking :lhoU[ rht' ,Oup d'etat,

Hong Kong, which the travel
agents lyrically describe as
"The Pearl of the Orient",
ranks third behind Hawaii and
Japan among the major tourist attractions of the Pacific.
In 1965 more than 500,000
touris[s visited the British
Crown Colony and tourism
is exceeded only by textiles
as a major industry of Hong
Kong.
For tourists the No. 1 lure
of Hong Kong is shopping.
Whether the visitor arrives at
K ai Tak Airport or steps ashore from one of the luxury
liners at the Ocean Terminal,
the first order of business
after senling in at one of
Hong Kong"s many hotels is
to explore the shops. Since
Hong Kong is a free port.
nearly everything in the w(lrld
can be purchased cheaper
here. The visitor can have a
suit made to order in 24 hours
from imported Britishwoolens or Italian silk. His wife
can have a alligator hand bag
and shoes to match tailormade in 48 hours. Beaded
sweaters and hand bags, cameras. watches, jade and ether
semi-precious stones and
carved ivory are high on most
shopping lists.
When your money begins to
run low there are many places
to visit. The most popular tour
is the harbor tour. past the
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floating villages where some
100.000 people are born. live
and die in junks and sampans.
The harbor tour also takes the
visitor to Aberdeen. a fishing
vil!age on Hong Kong Island.
for a seafood dinner at one of
the
floating
restaurants.
Another
anraction on the
island is the famous Tiger
Balm Gardens with its stone
gronoes and pavilions displaying effigies from Chinese
mythology. It is Hong Kong's
version of Disneyland.
Another popular tour is to
the New Territories, an area
of 365 square miles leased
from China in 1898 for 99
years. This is the farming
area of the colony, donedwith
Buddist temples. and here the
visitor can see one of the
walled Cities, built 400 years
ago to protect the villagers
from the war lords. It still
has its wall and moat and
provides living quarters for
members of the Hakka people.
The tour takes the visitor to
winhin 800 yards of the bor-

der of Red China and on a
clear day the soldiers guarding the border can easily be
seen.
But the most spectacular
sight ir. Hong Kong and th~
memory that will remain
longest is the harbor itself.
World travelers insist ir has
no
equal-especially
the
breathtaking view at night
when the island and the Kowloon Peninsula become a blaze
of lights. By day or night it
is a fascinating sight and visitors delight in riding the ferries which cross the tWOmile stretch from the island
to the mainland on clockwork
schedules. The trip takes
about eight minutes and costs
20 cents Hong Kong, or less
than four cents in American
money.
Hong Kong can offer a wide
variety of hotels, from the
plush Hong Kong Hilton and
the Mandarin on the Hong
Kong side to the traditional
Peninsual With its charm of
an earlier period. to comfortable medium-priced hotels such as the Empress,
Park and President in Kowloon. Another favorite is the
Carlton in the New Territories, with its terrace restaurant overlooking the city.
For dining out there is an
even greater variety of restaurants. For those who like
to sample Chinese food the
visitor can choose bland Cantonese dishes, Shanghai specialties-including the famous
Peking duck-or even Mongolian hot pot. The culinary
achievem<!nts of nearly all
parts of the world are available, whether the visitor's
preference is Malayan or Indian curry. Russian. Italian
or French dishes.

those who prE'fer a leisurE'ly mode of tran!<port·
'JUAOi\L"J,\R:\. Mexico .. Aquaint,colonialcitv.
ation ..tbout :\lexico's st-·(:ond cit\".
,H5·vt'ar·old Guadalajara i!' a mixturt, of the nE'W
Copley :"ews- Sen'ice Photo,
and 'old that attracts "i!'itors from all O\'N the
world, Hor!<edrawn cab!' !'till are .,,'ailable for
as:;:assinarion arrempts, and
rhc ['nited Stares and :\le)('irevolurio.13n charactl'r of co enjo\' cordial international in Viet :--:am. and l'nited States
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Rebuilding In
Europe Blends Old and New
BY WALTER J. WILLS
Cbairman
Agricultural Industries
To one wbo was in Europe
on
the all-expenses paid
"tour" of 1944-45 tbecbanges
that bave occurred since that
happy day of "redeployment"
are almost unbelievable. Most
of the great blight of destruction that lay on tbe cities and
countryside has been cleared
away.
The new rail terminals. airpons. housing (largely state

nonhern
waters, various
"White" fish of England and
Scotland, the mussels of Belgium. Dutch herring-good
soup, good bread and pastries.
and green salads-acres of
lettuces and vegetables being
grown under glass provide the
"greengrocers" of Europe
with his produce.
Transponation is good by
train and air. Bicycles and
motor-bikes often have their
own patbs. Britain has no
speed limit; tbis can be more
than disconcening, especially
for an American learning to
drive on the "wrong" side of .
the road.
Many of these cOuntries'
make concessions to attract
the American visitor. For
example, KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines offers a "Ten Free
Gifts'· program. Coupons.
valued at some $30 are presented upon arrival at Schipol
Airpon from the V. S. These
coupons include tickets to performances by the famed
Amsterdam
Concertgebouw
orchestra. canal and harbor
boat trips, D.utchcigars, visits SCHEVENINGEN, Holland-A Dutch seaside re- long side beach of white sand leads to four septo an galleries, beer and somE: sort on the North Sea, Scheveningen is popular arate islands offering attractions ranging from SUIl
!Jutch-m~nufactured liquors with European royalty and an increaSing number decks to live entertainment. Copley News Service
~~~.vanety of pubs and hotel of oversea~ tourists. The pier extending from the photo.
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owned), towering steel and
glass office buildings and
hotels, generally extremely
contemporary
in
design,
present a remarkable blend of
old and new in most major
cities in England and the Benelux countries. There are new
"dual carriage motorways" to
replace the twisting, slow but
picturesque c en t uri e s-old
routes that cross Britian and
the continent.
The emergence of the European Economic Community,
the European Free Trade Association and O':her national
alignments of this type have
done much to break down
social as well as economic
barriers. The "quaintness" of
provincialism is being replaced by broader "European"
attitudes.
Such physical changes, plus
the increased ease of transporation and shipment of
manufactured goods and commodities. add up to tbis advice
for
the
would-be
European traveler: Go now.
See Europe before the old
is completely engulfed by the
new.
This trend toward multilateral bonds give the Europeans more time to explain
their interest and knowledge in
and of things American. They
are curious about America.
They are aware of many of
our domestic issues. They express a lively concern as to
how we face these problems.
The American tourist needs to
be informed about not only
the next historical site on his
tour but about what's new at
home.
Travel in Britain and Nonhern
Europe is relatively
simple for the first-timeabroad traveler because there
is little if any language barrier. Actually. it maybemore
difficult to understand a
farmer in Yorkshire than the
telephone operator in your
Dutch hotel. Somebody around
speaks English. There are
also phrase books that are
helpful. Even such lame attempts to communicate are
appreciated.
Food is interesting, nor as
bizarre te midweswrn tastes
as in Southern Europe. There
are ex~ellent fish from the

SURPRISING AMSTERDAM
Reliable KLM presents a sampling of Amsterdam's 22
surprises, including a feast for two that costs $3. Read on
- see how to get a 208-page Amsterdam guidebook free.

Surprising Amsterdam is the It"I> of Europe. It's
smack in Ihe middle of 14 capitals. Kl.:\' can whisk
to London in /in minutes. 10 Rome in 125.
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SURPRISING '.

~rh1!~C hnnc,,"mouncrs ;'Ire discovering an

Anhlcr","n' ,urprise: rij.'/I(/f,·f. a :! I :,Ii,h
h'IU'I"C1 thaI co"ts jllsl S3.00. Pa t'r"'P'''!

A.M:TE~~AM ~
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NEW GUIDEBOOK
All the ff.u:t ... (m .·\nlstenldnl·:-"
'\urpri,\!'s. sigh I,. and sa\·zng~ ar~
pack~" into Ihi, ne\\ 20/l·p";!C
KI.\1 gui"eh""k. P,C!.. up air.','
copy at your travel :t;!ent'~. Or
~nLf 25 cents in coin or ~tamps
!for mailin!! and handlin\!1 to
KI.\I, G.P.O. Box IHI>9. :;'.V..
N.V. 10001.
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Daily Egyptian Book Scene

Armchair Tours of the World

b

Travel Books for Stay -at- Homes
BY CHARLES HOLLIDAY
SIU . Assistant Librarian
Some people are lucky. When they feel the urge
to travel all they have to de is make reservations.
pack their belongings and go.
Alas, they're- a minority-one of the luckiest
minorities around.
For the rest of us, there are travel books: not
quite so satisfying but lots cheaper and with a
real charm of their own. Here's a representative
selection of recent travel books of merit and
wide appeal:
Ernie Bradford's book, Ulysses Found, attempts
to prove tbat the legendary voyage of Ulysses
recorded by Homer had its origin in fact. It's a
fascinating account. and his conclusions are welldrawn and creditable. A stimulating book.
Elephants Arrive at Half-Past Elye by Dka
Cllase. with photos by Norton Brown. is an account
of Miss Chase's adventures in Africa with her
busband. Dr. Brown. She writes of the animals
witb respect for their dignity and shares with
the reader her sense of wonder as she describes
the wild creatures.
Emily Hahn, always higbly readahle. bas re-

The supple, lively prose of Samuel Eliot Morison are again captured between covers in ~
Caribbean As Columbus saw-oM. It describes a
caribbean as lovely as COlu us might indeed
have seen it.
More entenaining reading is difficult to imagine
than Rivers
Have Known by Willard Price.
Open It anyw re and read-anecdotes about the
Nile, Amazon, Zambesi, Congo, Thames, Nhine,
Hudson, Mississippi. The book is stuffed wi'.h
remarkable personal experiences and astonishing
facts. Very nice.
Edward Streeter. who wrote ~ best-selling
Father of the Bride, tul"lS to trao"el writing in
A on t i e n·.n orthw st rn
ain t
Sout rn Yugoslavia. In s inimit e style, e
records the adventures of himself and four
companions-one an indefatigible Citroen sedanduring a 53-day. 4,600-mile drive through Europe.
It was a tough-and wacky-tour.
Alec Waugb is at his best in describing the
colorful figures of the history of the West Indies
in A Family of Islands. The mest rewarding
part Of his study is an account of the relationships
between the blacks and whites down through the
centuries. Pages are packed witb vivid portraits
of Columbus, Raleigb, Elizabeth I. HenryMorgan;
and trenchant expositions of wiLherait, slave
uprisings, and European colonialism and indifference. Fascinating, and written Witb a skill
rarely found in history books.
The official account of the ascent of Mt.
Everest led by Norman G. Dyhrenfurtb, Americans
on Everest by James Ramsey Ullman. IS a classic
in mountaineering literature and reads like a good
mystery. Significant for its subject and interesting as adventure.

corded her impressions of a changing continent
in Wc, to Me· Person to person. Her brand of
reporting is a smoorh and fragrant mixture of
personal journalism written in an amusing and
elegant manner. The fairness with which she
discusses Africa's European minorities is probably unique.
Nikos Kazantzkis journeyed through Greece's
southernmost region, the Peloponnesus, in 1937,
and out of his trip came Journey to Morea,
translated from the Greek by F. A. Reed with
photos by Alexander Anemakis. For many readers
the attraction of the book will lie not in the disillusioned, exasrerated and sorrowful musings
of the dreamer but in the unusual glance witb
whicb the anistperceives so precisely the essence of a landscape. The Writing is soaring and
majestlc_ full of vibrant and image-provoking
words.
President John F. Kennedy. always a lover of
beauty, contributes the words for Amertsa the
~ by tbe editors of Country Beautiful
magaZine. The book uses quotations from Kennedy's speeches and writings combined witb
photographs expressing tbe former president's
ideals for his country. A fitting memorial.

Finding Meaning Within a New Way of life
Englishwoman Accepts Greek Gifts: Love, Insight
Eanh and Water, by Sheelagh Kanelli. New
York: Coward-McCann_ Inc •• 1965. 192 pp. $5.
Sbeelagh Kanelli's own explanation of why
she left her native England to become a pan
of Greece is unsatisfying.

The grass is greener on [be other side, she
writes in the introduction to Barth and Water.
Fortunately for the reader, there is much mOTe
to it than that in the 192 pages that follow.
There is the wonderment of discovering a

ATHENS.·'\C~OPOLIS

unique and beckoning culture, the thrill of finding
a husband and a new homeland, the experience

REVIEWE08Y
KENNETH STARCK.
OEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM

of being different from but still being accepted
by another people, the delight of finding a village

KUl Photo

umamished by a Coca-Cola sign-all this combined witb a spirit of adventure and understanding.
First. one has to get the picture. Mrs. Kanelli
goes to Greece in 1952. Propelled by the wanderlust of youth, she leaves Britain to become a
teacher of the chUdr.:'n of a Greek f£!-,·ily. '
year-and-a-half is as long a~ :;tle i'ltpnds tt
stay.
Her travels take her to the P€'l,', .... l€,:~U.!'.
where she vlsits Mycenae and lliauplia anl'
ancient Messene. Up to this point. there is
li1tiP exceptional about Mrs. Kanelli' s story.
ShE' t ,'sHy .:ould have returned to England wit;
pl'ih.lDS a !ittl~' more inE'i!:!·t rh;m the averag f
t:Juri:"t ar.( :lJ must the
.' '(; i" .;-,:unceptions.
Then dUring Holy Week she comes to Kalamata,
a provincial community. Here she meets a Greek
lawyer, John Kanelli. Two years later they arp
married. Here begins , transformation in the
life of the author for she has decided to be.: .1m;.'
a part of Kalamata. a pan of Greece.
Thus, what emerges in th;s book is no besthotel, b.:J.rgair.,.)uven!r tra\" :'ne; bl:! ::I'loutsider's
glimpse In'~ide .1 people or, i>etter, an insider's
view lookin~~ out. Appropriately the buok is
subtitled "An Englishwomun's Murrill)!;c ill(!"
Greece:'
Mrs. Kanelli's insight did not come easily.
Often she finds herself rebelling against the
unquestioned custom and superstition ' hat
regulates the lives of her newly-chos~'n pet·,role.
There are arranged marriages and the L·w
status of women.
She visits a monastery a'1<:1 one of tbe monks
takes to the hills until this woman-considered
a "devil"-leaves. And when Mrs. Kanelli gives
birth to her first child. a daughter, her neighbors
murmur. "What a shame:' It wasn't a boy.
Another daughter follows, and it isn't until
the third child. a son, arrives that the neighbors
stop shat:ing their heads.
Through it all, Mrs. Kanelli does not despair.
She looks for meaning within this way of life.
And the book is a testament to the fact that
she has found it.
Mrs. Kanelli has an unusual knack for capturing the feeling of her new people. Herdes.:riptions and observations are viVid. There are the
Easter celebrations, the death of a bishop, visits
to Delphi and Epidaurus.
One would expect a certain oversentimentality
in such a book. Except for one or two brief
instances, such is not the case. Mrs. Kanelli
is fair, frank and perceptive.
The title incidentally comes from a modern
song by Miki Theodorakis:
•• ,\nd I asked where I could find earth and
water
"To build a nest for the birds of love."
Perhaps what Mn;. K.lnelli finds in this country
is best ?xpressed in an episoJe near the end
of the book. At Souda Bay. Mrs. Kanelli weeps
over the graves of Englishmen whose white
crosses bear the inscription: "Known to God."
Her husband takes her the next day to a grave
of a Greek, Katzanzakis. Ht:'re there it no
place for tears. The ins.:ription: "I hope for
nothing. I f.'ar nothing. I am frt:'''':'

:-

Santals of India
A re Interpreted
Th@ Santal- A Tribe in Search of a Great
~, by Martin Orans. Detroit: Wayne
State University Press, 1965. 154 pp. $6.95.

Little communities in an indigenous civilization play a Significant role With their social
structure.
Here is
an interpretative work
theorizing the religion, society and cultural
change among the Santals of India.
Santal is a tribe noted for its unique customs
and characteristics. It habitates wholly and
predominantly in the southeastern range of India
in the vicinity of Calcutta. Martin Orans has
REVIEWED BY
HADIG KRISHHA MURTHY, HF.AD,

DEPARTMEHT OF JOURHAUSM,
MAHARAJA'SCOLLEGE,MYSORE

~'

From A SKINFUL OF SCOTCH

A Wry Approach to the Scotch
Humorous Guide to the People and the Land
A Skinful of Scgrch, by Clifford Hanley. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1965. 174 pp. $4.95.
A Skinful of SCQ[ch-the book-costs aiJout $1
less than a good snootful of Scotch-the liquorbut that doesn't mean it is an inferior product.
In point of fact, readers of this delightful collection of essays on Scotland and the Scots are apt
to find the effects almost as exhUerating a~ the
sauce that bears the nation's name and there's no
danger of a hangover.
REVIEWED BY

BARHARD K. LEITER.
DEPARTMEHT OF JOURHAUSM
Clifford Hanley, a newspaper columnist and
author. has a wry (not rye) sense of humor and
an irreverent outlook about his native land. He
calls his book a "guidebook that guides you to
nothing-except what the Scot is really like:'
And it does just that.
To be sure, there is the usual Visit to the
castle or museum or cathedral that you'll find
in a standard guidebook. But for the most part
these essays are devoted to the wayward, eccentriC, perverse. hearty. moody and sometimes
melancholy, shy braggans who inhabit the Lowlands and Highlands of Scotland.
Scotch-the liquor-figures in most of the essays. but only because it is imponant in the
daily life of the Scotsman. However, Hanley does
devote some space to a tongue-wetting description
of the liquor and how it is made.
But for the most part, his essays are about the
funniest stories you'll ever read about Scotland.
There's a delightful one about a walking contest

in which hundreds of Scotsmen and women tried
walking from one end of the land to the other in
hopes of winning a sack full of money.
To some, I'm sure, his revelation that the lore
of the tartan plaids is really the handiwork of a
first-rate charlatan will probably seem sacrilegious. And others are apt to wonder why a
guidebook would contain the recounting of one
of the nation's most famous and grisly murder
cases. Dut it all helps to show the Scotsman and
his country as Hanley wants them to be known.
He pokes fun at the literary absurdities of
many a pub argument, makes a devastating comparison of the two great cities Edinburgh and
Glasgow and gets in a few licks at the pretensions
of the Edinburgh Festival. deflates traditionparticularly about the weepy sentimentalism of
Hogmanay (New Year's). helps dispel some of
the myth about the Scottish dour tightfistedness.
and sets you straight aboutthereligiousconfusion
that seems to haunt the land.
There are others, alI written With an ease and
grace that leaves you feeling that you had just
spent an hour or so bellied up to a bar somewhere With Hanley at the right elboW talking
directly to you hilariously and lucidly about the
love of his life-Scotland.
The text is beautifully illustrated with mo:-e
than 60 drawings by Hartley Ramsay. They are
serious drawings, but their nature seems to
enhance Hanle:y's amusing text.
If you are planning a trip to Scotland then I'd
recommend that you beat a path quickly to the
nearest bookstore and get a copy of A Skinful of
Scotch. If you aren't, then you can wait a day
or two. But by all means, whether you are traveling or staying at home, you shouldn't miss it.

made a sincere and basically a careful investigation of this tribe, mindful of the fact that
tribal cultures of India have a dimenSion. The
Sanral as a people have immense munificence and
the author has been greatly coordinated in his
field work.
Sanrals are primarily agriculturists "but the
principal industry in which most of them are
employed is as curiously streamlined 'as the
tribal people themselves are not. The Tata Iron
& Steel Co. is the l iggest and most rp.DOwned
modern company in India, owned and managed
by one 'Jf the top rich families of the country
known for its philanthropic sentiments and benevolent management. The Sanrals constitute a
sizable
majority in the working force of
J amshedpur. the company-town.
The author has made a terse survey of their
historical background as well as the subsequent
progress of the community.
The social and
religious sidelights are remarkably interesting.
Orans has very ably exemplified the Santal
family life, offering a composite pic~l'eoffamily
solidarity and integrity that prevails among the
tribe.
Tllough many precepts and practices of the
Santa Is are interesting and thought-provoking. this
commentary attracts attention:
". • •• for the traditional sense of the word
'pleasure' (raska) makes it virtually synonymous
with dancing and singing, playing and listening
to musiC, eating festively. drinking rise beer.
and impliCitly sexual activity; in practise, these
are
the activiti"s characteristic of a Santal
festival."
The Santals are proud of their cultural heritage
despite their low intellectual capacities. Because
of the major problem of earning a livelihood, the
Santals are joining in increasing numbers the
Iron and Steel Company of Tatas. Examination
of the result of industrial employment on traditional tribal culture has been done in a telling
manner. One of the primary shifts being wrought
in Santal culture is a growing stress on work,
study and rank attainment and an accompanying
discouragement of "pleasure." A good majority
of latest folk lyrics reverberate this progressive
message.
Discussing at length the march towards new
solidarity. the author very succinctly points
out that it is "fostered by political democracy:'
Solidarity comes from likenesses at its maximum
when the collective conscience completely
envelops the whole conscience and coincides
in all points with it.
To reflect the greater
importance of the solidarity, the author has
investigated both the internal and the external
aspects. With justification and convincing details,
Orans has concluded that industrial employment
has hit hard the Santa) solidaritv.
The book is a landmark in this field of literature and is a fitting contribution from an American university to India.

NADIG KRISHNA MURTHY
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Bv HAROLD L. HAKES
. Housing Office
A traveler to South Africa
should go prepared to experience social, geographical
and zoological differences encountered in only a few other
places of the contemporary
world.
South Africa might be called
a land of incongruity, for its
climate varies from the
trOpical climate in the bush
<.:ountry to harsh, cold winters
at the Cape. Its social structure seems incongruous for
lt is a republic based upon
rna jority rule, but only a white
minority can vote to constitute this majority. Zoologically, domestic animals roam
the fields. but occasionally
a lion or giraffe will turn
ctp sauntering in from a nearby
preserve. South Africa truly
lS a unique travel experience.
The newcomer may be
intrigued by the quaint homes
in which the white people reside. He will probably be
warmed by the picket fences
surrounding the yard and the
appearance of the family dog
until he learns that fences and
dogs. here in South Airica,
have a more utilitarian nature
than at home in the U.S.A...
They are present to ward off
the unwanted presence of
native Africans. He may be
more than shocked to learn
that most of the so-called
friendly dogs can turn vicious
at the sight of the African.
They are so trained.
The American who believes
fully in the concept of racial

equality will probably receive
a jolt when he is served the
first brealC"ast of his stay.
Breakfast usually is served in
bed, not so much for convenience bu! because of
physical necessity. In the
winter, South Africa receives
linle snow except along the
Cape. Inland the temperature
usually reaches 70 degrees
by noon, but come four 0' clock,
the great drop of 30 degrees
begins to occur. There is no
central heating, and thus a
night in a cold bedroom is
best followed by a hot cup of
tea before arising. This in itself is not 1;0 unusual. However, the knock on the door
announcing the arrival of his
coffee introduces the houseboy
bowing deeply and saying,
"Good morning, Master:'
Here is the first full realization that white South Africa
does <.:onsider itself the lord
and master of the black race.
During a continuing stay ir.
South Africa, the traveler will
soon come to see the good and
the bad of the racial concept
called apartheid. He will see
the need for white supremacy
to
provide the necessary
leadership to continue the
progress of civilization as it
has so effectively evolved
there. But he will also see the
unfair plans to develop the
African intellect at a pace
far below the capacity of the
African mind. South Africa is
attempting to upgrade the intellectual abilitie~ of the
African. Tbis is a slow cultural process, but the fact
seems evident that what is

being done is too little and
much too slow. Apartheid and
white supremacy has accomplished its designed end.
The .domestic social life
is the jewel in the life of
South Africa. Since the government will not allow television in the country because
of costs and the danger it
might pervert thinking concerning racial discrimination,
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the South African home still
has a family life centered on
books, self study and good
conversation. Dinners are
leisurely With servants to
help. Life is at a slower pace
and full of fun. Sports abound.
and enthusiasm is great
toward soccer, golf, tennis,
track and judo. The South
African lights up With pride
at the mention of Gary Player.
the golfer.
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To truly enjoy South Africa,
the traveler should not allow
himself to limit his visit to
a study of sociological conditions. He should turn also
to an exploration of political
and geographical phenomenon.
In the sphere of politiCS, he
should see how fierce political
differences have separated the
English and the Dutch to the
extent that two languages are
evolving among the ruling
white population. The English
use English and the Dutch
use Africanse. He should see
how the Nationalist Party has
used its power to crush its
adversaries. This is most evident in the educational system,
for government subsidies to
universities which do not teach
Africanse or follow the governmentalline without reservation are virtually nonexistent. Thus, currently, English-related schools suffer.
In the lower schools. all books
are published by the government and so content is further
controlled.
The traveler's geographical
explorations must take him
into the world - renowned
Kruger Game Reserve where
visitors must remain in cars
because the animals run wild.
A visit here will truly bring
him to a full realization of the
ruggedness of nature and the
uncertainity of life in the
wilderness experienced earlier by our pioneers in their
American mar c h to the
Pacific.
In Kruger Park he will see
huge elephants wandering
wild, knocking over trees to

strip bark from the tree trunk,
He will learn that upon encountering anelephan\ he must
keep his car ahead of the
pachyderm with the car engine going, for the elephant
can crush a car with gusto
should he be angered. Caution
to provide a means of escape
is vital. The traveler will
probably be intrigued by the
sudden appearance of a lion
beSide his car or by the towering gaWking giraffe who come
to the edge of the road to look
down upon the constant flow of
traffic over the mud roads
of the preserve. A morning
at a water hole will be an
unforgettable ex per i e n c e.
Rhinos. leopards, impala,
water buffalo abound, and to
see them all free and wild is
not easily forgotten.
The traveler must go on to
Durban for a sojourn in that
sunny resort town made colorful by its native Zulus and
ricksha boys. Here is all the
glamor of Miami, Fla., comhined with the charm of tribal
Africa. If he goes to South
Africa in the summer, the
traveler must go along the
garden route to Cape Town
and enjoy its beauty which is
only surpassed by the majesty
of Cape Town as it looks out
upon the Indian and Atlantic
Oceans.
Upon his departure from
South Africa, the traveler will
have probably grown to love
South Africa's charm and to
abhor its social class structure, but he will probably go
home hoping to go back again
to thiS, a most unique land of
contrast and incongrUity.
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Peru Offers Challenge
To the Adventurous·
BY GLEN MITCHELL
Department of
Agricultural Industries

LIMA, Peru--This is Jiron de la Union, in the heart of Lim'3's
teeming .:ommercial district. Traffic is halted twice daily so that
pedestrains may swarm its five-block length to buy, window-shop
or Just stroll.
Copley News Service photo

American Red Tape
Snares Irish Guest
BY REV. JOHN RALPH

You're an Irishman. You're
in America for the first time.
Vou carry your big case and
your small bag out of the
plane and imo the airpon.
You've been in airpons before so you haven't seen anything yet. You are at last on
American soil.
You now begin to think that
all the fuss of getting your
student visa in order and getting yourself medically examined were small matters.
You take off your heavy [eish
overcoat, but carrying it in
your arm is not so easy.
You find yourself in a line
You're being regulated. Yo~
don't mind. Passpon's in
order. X-ray in your casea little mildewed mavbe after
six months in Nigeria. Your
medical cenificate is all
right. You've signed all the
forms and given your middle
initial the required number of
times.
You stand before a serious
man of 39 or so, not as formally dressed as a British
official would be but crewcut like a good American.
He accepts your papers, IlJoks
at them briskly and asks why
you are not wearing your spectacles. You, With your clerical
collar and black suit; you,
who have always Since donning
your clerical clothes been
treated as a mature man are
now being treatel afi a boy.
He tells you sharply that you
should have been wearing them
;\ccording to the regulations
and that according to the same
reguiations he could delay
your entry.
You turn sullen but try not
[() look sullen. Inwardly you
are cursing America and the
,\merican regulations. Outwardly you are smiling
weakly-not a great priefit
now, but a tirrid alien begging admittance to the great
United States of America. You
begin to wonder if this is the
beginnin~ of a series of badgerings. Or, is it a continuation of the endless formfilling, the being told
you
need this or that form or
declaration?
You remember the June day
in Dubl in when the overworked
but nice American lady official in the embasfiY let you
through for examination withour
your pafifipon.
You
remember waitin~ in a roomful of women and being told
~en[ly that if you liked you
crJuld be next. You remember
tht· nul<- awakening when the

American girl with the strident voice took your card and
called to her pal that number
17 is here when number 15
hadn't even drrived. You remember the arrogance of an
American
girl
in your
country telling you, an Irish
priest, that your friend downstairs should have given you
another card. You don't know
the implication of calling the
girl downstairs "your friend"
but you think you are being
told that you will soon be out
of Ireland, buddy, in acountry
in which you don't get preferment just because you wear
a "dog collar". You remember the girl who measured
you and found you were five
feet nine and a quaner and
not five feet ten and a half
as you always thought. You
remember the cold doctor who
treated you as number 15.
You are feeling a little sorry
for yourself. The guy with the
mousy hair and the crew-cut
-the guy who manages to
dress informallv but look as
stiff as a British colonellets you through. You are in
America but you're not s:Jre
you want to be there.
You look for the plane that
is to take you to Philadelphia.
You stuff your coat into your
ca~e. '(ou appear again at the
weIgh-in. You are once again
just in an airport. Your plane
is due to leave in 15 minutes.
Your baggage is overweight.
The guy begins to calculate
how much it will COflt you.
You hesitate, draw his attention and ask him will it be
all right if you take out your
overcoat. You have visions of
paying a huge amount for excess baggage. The guy looks
you up and down and says:
"Do you want th get to
Philade,Iphia on the next plane
or,~ot?..

,e Yes. but--!
Well, you pay the excer:s
baggage."
"But-well, how much?"
"Five dollars."
You don't mind paying
five d~llars-you had visions
of paymg twenty-but you are
annoyed that he is thinking
this is another foreign cheaps~ate who wants to get a free
ride around t~e. United States.
You are humtlIated. You pay.
He. tells you where to go.
Strangely you are no longer
angry, or resentful, This is
America and the Americans
treat everybody equal and the
guy spoke'o you man-to-man
and you can take it-it's only
th~t the
Irish treat their
pIlests f;(, gently.

Smiling
faces, flashing
brown eyes, violence, a group
of 300 men or less that overthrows a multimillion nation,
race against race, brother
against brother-all this or
vestiges of this can be found
in Peru among scenery that
lor-ks like it is clipped right
out of the National Geographic.
To the person who desires
some adventure in his traveling and viewing objects from
a humanistic viewpoint, South
America and Peru offer quite
a challenge. We were shortly
to complete two years in one
of the most loveliest of cities
Cali, Columbia, but had bee~
told that our trip to Latin
America would be incomplete
if we did not visit Machu
Picchu.
The air trip from Columbia
to Peru is a brief one. A
StOP in Quito, Ecuador,leaves
you wishing you had time to
spend in this spring-like climate, whereas the stop in
Guayaquil reminds one that
air-conditioning is a pleasant
part of Civilization. The air
route at time parallels the
ocean and other times you see
the long stretches of sand in
Peru. The smell that greets
you at the Lima-Callao airport. gives you a start and
remmds you that Callao is
port city and has a strong
fish flour industry.
To enjoy Peru, one must
know and admire the great
Civilization of the Incas. Prescott and Von Hagen have excellent books available in
paperback. Von Hagen's wife
has a lovely shop in Lima and
w.!ll adl you printed cloth,
sliver or pottery.
You can easily spend your
vacation visiting Lima's beautiful churchE's and museums.
The old streetcars, handsome
large wooden doors and magnificently carved wood balconies are eyesto;lpers.
You may have to argue with
the taxi-driver as many
natives do nor know their city
contains Huaca Pan de Azucor
where you can see them still
digging for evidence of this
pre-Inca societv. Huaca Pan
de Azucor is a pyramid, about
the base size of Morris Library. constructed of homemade, sun-dried clay in the
shape of corn kernels. Bone,
ilair. pieces of clorh and seeds
wrapped in llama wool can be
found by the close oberver.
found by the close observer
One attendam showed ho~
they split the outer bags which
revealed a perfectly clean and
preserved mummy just dug up.
An abundam..e of items such
as sewing and hand tools and
jewelry were buried with the
body for use in the next world.
SurpriSingly advanced were
their textiles and pottery.
A visit to the local food
markets is a must if you want
to get an idea of how the local
people live. Also, here is
where yuu can get those
souvenirs reasonably for the
people to whom you would
like to give something. The
quantity, quality, packaging
and availability of various
foodstuffs is one indication of
an economy. There is also
quite a difference in how
money is handled. Anorher
worthwhile visit is Pacahaca-

mac about an hour south of
Lima and which you can reach
easily by bus or taxi. We enjoy
buses because you see more
of the people. Pacahacamac
in Qufchua means "creator
of the world." These primitive people built a pyramid
to an invisible, omnipotent God
and worshipped no other idols.
No weapons of war were found
in these ruins. They also were
quite advanced in textiles,pottery and in gold jewelry. The
ruins are only partly uncovered. as the Peruvian
government lacks funds to
complete all the diggings and
do all the archaelogical research.
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At 18,000 feet, you admire
at close rap.;;" the magnificent
snowca~cd Andes. The trip
in the unpressurized plane
takes about three hour!' while
the trip by road takes close
to three days.
Cusco tantalizes the mind
as you think of Pizarro and
his tiny group overcoming the
great Inca empire. Vat·ious
Inca structures and walls remain, with some ofthem being
used as the foundation for
other structures. Striking is
the fortress Sacsayhuaman
which overlooks the city. One
of the world's great construction feats, it has stones weighing over 360 tons which were
brought and placed into posi-

tion without the benefit of the
wheel. animals or cranes.
Perfectly joined stones-some
with as many as twelve sides
and Without the benefit of cement-still deny the entrance
of a knifeblade after all these
centuries.
The temple of the Sun-now
a Catholic Church-reminds
one that here the Conquisitadors saw probably the world's
largest supply of gold up to
that time. While our gold is
principally at Ft. Knox and
a matter of debate over
balance of payments, the Incas
used much of theirs to make
a garden With soil, plants.
reptiles, llamas and full-Sized
human figures of gold.
The three-hour train trip to
Machu Picchu goes fast as
you visit with fellow travelers
from allover the Americas
(including many refreshing
Peace Corps volunteers and
young Mormon missionaries).
Japan, Africa, France and
Britain. This trip allows you
to see more varied terrain.
mountain peaks and unrestored terraces of the Incas.
Machu Picchu. the moantain-side city that the Spanish
never found, reminds you of
a picture masterpiece which
you can never see enough.
The elaborate stonew.")rk in
their buildings and ten'acing,
combined with the ma~nificent
natural scenery, is inspiring.
The temperature changes so
much with the position of the
sun, you can easily see why
people become sunworshippers.
The city built 500 years
before Pizarro had its own
industrial area, agriculture,
temples, prison and different
areas for the aristocracy, plus
quite ingenious acquaduct and
irrigation system. Discovered
by Hiram Bingham of Yale
in 1911. Machu Picchu has
excited many observers With
its beauty and unanswered
questions about why the inhabitants disappeared and why
only women's bones are found.
We did try our hand at
climbing Huayna "Picchu, a
mountain peak, to obtain pictures, visit Anchon, a lovely
seashore city.
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J. S. Bach Work
In Rare Recording
BY PHILLIP H. OLSSON
Assistant Dean _
Scbool of Fine Arts
Here's an eclectic trio of new record albums. There's
Bach lovingly played witb seventeentb century instruments,
Barbra (not Barbara) Streisand belting out a new batch
of first-class tunes, and some pleasant pops by HorSI
Jankowski.
J.S. BACH-The Passion According to St. Mark. Wolfgang
Gonnenwein conducting soloists and members oftheStuttgart Madrigal Cboir and the Pforzheim Chamber Orchestra.
Rarely do we bave tbe opportunity to hear performances
of older music done with instruments actually used
in the seventeenth ce:ttury. Th!s recording is one of tbose
rare occasions. It is a new experience to hear Bach done
in this manner. The orchestra consists of two transverse
flutes, two oboes d·amore. -a string section that includes
tWo. violas da gamba, and a number of continuo instru~ts. among whieb are two lutes. The use of these in~nts allows for tbe delicate shading and clarity of
:lQUnd that is essential to the proper performance of
:iBach's music. The recording is not tbe complete passion
,i,'bUt does include ample cborales, arias and cboruses to
~'Provide the listener witb a representative view of the
t~trOrlc as a wbole. Cover notes are excenent. (Epic-LC
~:3906)

-Que te abUTr88 ••• que te abuTres... "POI' que no aprtmdes un
idio11Ul extranjero 'II asf podrds charZa.T con aZguien.? •••

(PeAarroya. en «La Verdad ••
Murcia.)

Sal y Pimiento Espanola

Fanfarronadas

P07
MY NAME IS BARBRA. Two-Barbra Streisand. witb orcbestratlons arranged and conducted by Peter Maty and
Don Casta.
Here's a winner for all Barbra fans. All of tbe arrangements are first class and the tunes good. Tbe arrangement of "I Got Plenty of Nothin'" is a standout. (Columbia-CL 2409)
MORE GENIUS OF JANKOWSKI-The Horst Jankowski
piano with orcbestra and singers.
"It was a matter of considerable satisfaction and delight to many observers of the contemporary American
musical scene that in this day of the Big Beat, Horst
Janlcowski's charming and delightfully melodic 'A Walk
In the Black Forest' should have met with such an extraordinary success in the list of bestselling recent popular rE'cordings. A second call to musical beauty is joyously sounded in 'More Genius of Jankowski: in which
tbe gifted young German composer-piantst-arranger,
his chorus and orchestra reiterate his smooth approach to
melody. harmony and rhythm that so delighted American audiences in Jankowski's first Mercury album (titled, appropriately enough, "The Genius of Jankowski,
SR-60933 and MG-20993). And this second call 1s sure
to ring as happily on as many receptive ears as did thllt
first."
The above quote from the record cover teUs all; however,
don't be misled-it's not jazz or even swing, just pleasant
pop music. (Mercury-SR 61054/MG 21054)

Humanities Library Adds
Beethoven Trio 'Kakadu'
Phonograph records received by the Humanities
Library:
Beethoven.
Ludwig van.
Trio in G. Op. 121a (Kakadu).
With Brahm"": Trio No.2,
violin, cello and piano. Op. 87.
Albeneri trio. Music Guild.

SOLUCION

Henze, Hass Werner. Elegie
fur junge Liebende (excerpts).
Dubin, Gayer. Moedl, Driscoll, Fischer-Dieskau. Hemsley. HUfen, Henze, Berlin
Radio Symphony and Opera
Orchestra. Deutsche Grammophon.

Espaffa est" formada de pequenas regiones,
separada por la geografia; diversas en
manera de ser y en costumbres. Cada regi6n
tiene su caractenstica propia: los caralanes
son comerciantes y peseteros. Ha habido
quien los llam6 "los fenicios de Iberia".
iHan oldo ustedes 10 de la catalanita-mucho
diamante, muchas pieles, mucho pone que
viajaba en un tren camino de Barcelona? En
uno de sus tantos movimientos de cuerpo y
manos para que los demas viajeros admiraran
sus pieles. sus sortijas y sus pulseras, se
Ie cay6 un guante al suelo. EI viajero del
asiento de enfrente se apresur6 a incIinarse
para recog~rselo. Pero la bella hija de
Sidon puso su leve pie sobre el guante diciendo
indignada:
-iEs meu!
Los castellanos son sobrios y orgullosos
hasta de su propia pobreza.
- En mi hambre mando yo, senora!-se
oy6 decir a un mendigo en Avila cuando
alguien acompaii6 su limosna con un consejo
sobre no emplearla en la taberna.
Los aragoneses son testarudos. Bien 10
sabr!a si viviera el aragones que iba andando
por la vla del tren y a los desesperados
pitazos para que se apartase, dijo:
-IPita, pita! iComo no te apartes tu ••• !
Y el que se empeno en clavar un clavo
cabeza abajo con el PUnO?
Los ~ascos son emprendedores; buenos
naveganres: el primero que dio la vue Ita

TRAVEL
Wandering ThrQugh Winter.

Edwin Teale
The Splendors
Dorothy Gary

of

Asia,

of Watts," is a highlight of
television programming for
the coming week. InteTviews
with people who panicipated
in the rioting last summer
at Los Angeles reveal some
of the underlying causes of
that social upheaval.
Programming for the week
FICTION
includes:
It's Cold in Pongo-ni EdTODAY
ward Franklin
ABC Scope. "The Face of
Tales of Cibola, Ramon Watts." (9:30 p.m. Ch. 3)
Sender
SlrNDAY
Paris Nights, C. Ross Smith
Ages of Man. Readinll:s from
MISC E LLANEOUS
Yonder Comes [be Train

Shakespeare by Sir John Gielgud. (3:30 p.m. Ch. 12)
Meet the Press. Secretary
of State Dean Rusk is interviewed from four foreign capitals via Early Bird satellite.
(5:30 p.m. Ch. 6)
NBC News Special. "Testing: Is Anybody Honest?"
Frank McGee hosts a viewertest of moral standards. The
viewer sees situations on the
screen, is asked to decide how
he would react in the situation. Then he compares his
score with national survey results. (9 p.m. Ch. 6)

Best Books Across the Nation

Lance Phillips
The SituaUon in Flushing,
Current best sellers compiled by Publisher's Weekly:
torial History. Aaron EZick- Edmund Love
son
MYSTERY
FICTION
HISTORY
Murder I nr e r fla £iona I,
The Source, James Michener
Agatha Christie
The Siege of Vienna. John
I Met Murder on the Way,
Those Who love, Irving
Stoye
Margaret Echard
Stone
The Euroffian Right: A His!.JL!.he Down Staircase, Bel
Murder London-Australia.
torical Prof( e, Hans Rogger John Creasey
Kaufman
Ten Crises in Civilization,
When London Walked in
Airs Above the Ground,
Stanton Coblentz
Terror, Tom Cullen.
Mary Stewart
The Peace Corps· A Pic-

Jenara Artiles

Television Shows of Interest
l\ documentary, "The Face

Browsing Room Additions
Travel and adventure books
are among new volumes added
to Browsing Room shelves at
Morris Library:

al mundo, sobreviviendo a Magallanes. fue su
lugarteniente. Elcano. un vasco. Losgallegos
son, como sus verdes prados y sus r(as
dormidas; como la gaita y el vinillo del
Rivero, dulces y melosos. Los valencianos
••• No me atrevo a decirio. Y menos 10 que
los catalanes dicen de los murcias. Pero las
mejores naranjas vienen de Valencia;
el mejor piment6n. de Murcia.
Los andaluces son.-ellos no 10 nieganmentirosos: Llaman a su tierra "Ia tierra
de Marfa Santfsima"; "el rio Guadalquivir
es el mayor del mundo". Los mismos arabes
10 lIamaron Wuad-el-Kivir (Rlo Grande);
tiene su puente de Triana y hasta su Torre
deIOro •••
Dos sevillanos estaban tomlf'ndose unas
caffas a cierta uistancia de la catedral
famosa. aunque no tanto como Ie ~ 'j ~u
torre. la Giralda mudejar.
-Compare-dijo uno-yo tengo una "i~r :
1
fina, que desde aqu( veo dos hor' .li<:3' qt._'
estln peleando en 10 m~saltodelaGiraJ\J11Ja.
EI otro, sin morderse la lengua. replier":
-IOh, comparito e mi arma' Yo no las
puedo ver porque me tienen encandilado
tanta sevillana bonita como Ie pasa a uno
par delante de las narices. Pero JDesde aqui
estoy oyendo clarito las trompadas que se
estan pegando!

Thg Honey Badger, Robert
Ruark
NONFICTION
A Thousand Days. Arthur
E. Schlesinger Jr.
Kennedv. Thendore C. Sorenson
A Gift of Prophecy, Ruth
I\Iontgomery
A Gift of Jov, Helen Hayes
Games People Play, Eric
Berne

MONDAY
Only One Day. A documentary about one day's routine
in a Nazi concentration camp,
marking the 20th anniversary
of the end of the war. (8:30
p.m Ch.3)
TUESDAY
Negro People. "Brazil: The
Vanishing Negro," is a discussion of the racial experience in Brazil, with novel:st
Jorge Amado, historian GiIberto Freyre and others. (8:30
p.m. Ch. 8)
WEDNESDAY
This Proud Land. "The Sun
Country" is a study of the
American Southwest. (8 p.m.
Ch. 3)
FRIDAY
President's 1\len. Interview
With Attorney General Nichoias Katzenbach concerning enforcement
of civil rights
legislation. (9 p.m. Ch. 8)
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Bald"wi'n and"FelteDall
W ill Cheer Tonight

p.m. in the University
School Pool.
University Galleries wiIlopen
an exhibition of New Guinea
paintings at 2 p.m. followed
by a brief talk by Adrian
Gerbrands, visiting professor of anthropology, at 3
p.m. in Mitchell Gallery of
the Home Economics Building.
Campus Folk An Society will
meet at 2 p.m. in Foom D
of the University Center.
Pbi Eta Sigma, freshman
men's fraternity, will meet
at 3 p.m. in Room C of
the University Center.
Sunday Concert will feature a
piano recital by Leonora
Suppan at 4 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium.
Opera Workshop rehearsal
will begin at 5:30 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.
The Glee Club will have a
recording session at 6 p.m.
in Davis Auditorium.

Saturday

p.m. in Room E of the University Cellter.
Gymnastics Club will meet
at 5 p.m. in the Large Gym.
Women's Recreation Association house basketball will
begin at 8 p.m. in the Large
Gym.
A Department of Anthropology
lecture will be given by
Robert J. Braidwood on
"The Appearance of Villagtl-Farming Communities
in Southeastern Asia" at 8
p.m. in the Seminar Room
of the Agriculture Building.
Angel Flight will meet at 9
p.m. in Room H of the University Center.
Circle K will meet at 9 p.m.
in Morris Library Lounge.
Alpha Pbi Omega. national
service fraternity. will
meet at 9 p.m. in the Home
Economics Lounge.
-----------,

Baldwin and Felts Halls at
Thompson Point will go to the
Tennessee State-SIU basketball
game tonight as a
group and sit together in
a cheerin section.
The two halls are challenging other University halls
and residence units to do the

The University Center Programming Board St. Louis
bus trip will leave at 8 a.m.
today from the University
Center.
AT SEMINAR-William D. McKeePanhellenic Council will meet
felY, dean of academic attair&,
at I p.m. in Room C of
will speak at th~ regular Sunday
the University Center.
Seminar at 8 p.m. in Room D, of
J n t ram u r a I corecreational
the University ~enter. He will
swimming will begin at 1
discuss 'The Changing Role of
p.m. in the University
.th
..e"'Pro_.,ft.e.ss_o..r...._ _ _ _ _-1
School Pool.
~
Southern Players will rehearse at 2 p.m. in the
Agriculture Building Arena.
Children's 1\1ovie wiU present "National Velvet" at
2 p. m. in Morris Library
Auditorium.
University Center Program10 ji' allnaa'e.
ming
Board recreation
iF7.!IJ.! - - bridge party will begin at
IbDp ."b
".. UUUIJUJ MI. ,
2:30 p.m. in the Home EcoDAILY EGYPTIAJI
12
nomics Lounge.
The Afro-American H;~tory Southern
Society
will
present Film
"Sins
of Rose.
Club will meet at 3 p.m.
in Room D of the University Center.
The SIU swimming team will
ture Bruce Breland, who
meet Cincinnati University
Co.pus Shopping Cent.r
will speak on "PO}! An,"
at 7:45 p.m. in the lIniverat 7 p.M. in the Gallery
.Chack C.,hin,
.Drivar',
sity School Pool.
Lounge in the University
eNotary Pult'ic
.Public S.....".ph ..
fhe SIU-Tennessee State UniCenter.
\·ersity basketball game will Sunday Seminar will present
e Money Orela..
e 2 D.y Lie..... PI.to
begin at S p.m. in the Arena.
eTitia Sa."ic.
Sa,vice
William J. McK",derv, dean
",<""ant will ff'a!t.~(? rhe film
• Open 9 •.•. t.
• Travele.s· Check.
of
academic
atfain"
,;peak··Walk ,• ., -t,e ,Vild Side"
6 p.m. Evary Day
ing on "The Cha"gin!\ Role
at 8 ;". "1. in Davis Audiof the Professor" al <; p.m.
e Pay your Gas, light, Phone, and Wate, Bills here
:0-;~,;il
,", oJlt \; Ibm EdlJin Room D of rht , nn"'rsity
Center.

clFri~:;~ If~~::u:~fr~f~

NEEDLES

• Diamond
.Sapphire

1:=======__=::rtl:::..:..

S.-''''e

~..!:==:2=:S:.:IL:L:.:W:0I:S=;:;:;

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE
L.c...,.

ri;;cOra ~2i~-'_e .":

Ule r;nivt..· itv:

·i;.-·d !"

,";;:-r

i~_'

gr~JJnlning :~o·c:,-_t". Ii! be:;.

p.m. i~ rhe Romr
Poom of lIl,: !.·;·"'\"cr,;ty CenInter-Varsity Christlan Felrer.
lowship will meet ar noon
in Room C of the University
Center.
Th", University C~liit:( ProI n t ram u r a 1 corecreational
gramming Board recreation
swimming will begin at I
committee will meet at 4
3f

~"":O

SUN-MON-lUES·WED

Anthony
Qu,inn
plays

I

I

ZO'rba.

Sunday

Luncheo,,~ Bridge Slated
The ann u a 1 LTn;versity
Wf,;nE'n'!" Club luncheon antI
bridge, with "Winter Wonder "
land" as its theme, will be
held at 1 p.m. rodav in the
r "niversity Ccnr,_"r Eallro()m.
The coer,airmen al' ",fy,

Today's
Weather
Colder today with occasional snow continuing. The
high will be in the 20s. The
record low for this dare was
64 set in 1964 with a record
low of -6 set in 1920. according
to
the STU Climatology

at Center

Paul J. Lougt·~) aao ~'! • • W.
Manion Rice.
Club members may ;nvih..
town guests. Mrs. Williard D.
Klimstra and Clinton P_ Meek
are in charge ofrest"n',",ions •

..

------~---------~
STUDENT SAltiNe,:
TO EUROPE
N.Y. to ROHardam

$155 MI~IMUM ,.WAY

Anthony

Quinn
is

Zorba!

FOR INFORMATIO:-r

B&A

TRAVEL SERVICE

71SA S. UNIVERSITY 9-1863

ANTHONY QUINN
ALAN BATES
IRENE PAPAS
\iICHt;E;"CACC''',\ \1:3
~OUl,CTI0\

Open 24 hours a day-7 days a week
UNIVERSITY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
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Hostilities Persist

Sharp Clashes Interrupt tYruce'

E
A

T
S

a:
I
R

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP)-Burs[s of gunfire Friday chipped at the fragile lunar
new year truce and swelled
combat casualties on both
sides in a war that threatens
to burst with renewed fury
after the truce ends Sunday.
The U.S. military command
accused the Communists of 49
violations through the first
haH of the Tet (lunar new year)
holiday cease-fire.
Hostilities persisted even
as Secretary of State De an
Rusk told a Washington news
conference "there is every
indication" the Communists
plan to intensify their activity
after the close of the holiday
period.
Viet Cong snipers killed two
U.S. Marine sergeants in
brushes with a Leatherneck
platoon of 45 men on security
patrol seven miles south of
Da Nang, a strategic air base
380 miles northeast of Saigon.
The Marines captured a
wounded guerrilla.

C.yeLI

South
Korean
marines
stemmed the biggest Red
operation. They turned back
a band of about 400 that closed
in menacingly on a platoon
posted to guard ricelanda below Tuy Hoa, on the central
coast 240 miles northeast of
Saigon.
A Korean military spokesman said the platoon and reinforcements it summoned
beat off the attack and killed
46 of the guerrillas in a twohour fight, at times hand to
hand. He reported Korean
casualties moderate.

Rusk Predicts Reds Will Hike
·Offensive in South Viet Nam
WASHING TON (A P)-Secretary of State Dean Rusk reported Friday that the Communists have spurned the
month-old U.S. peace offensive so far. He predicted the

Ch.ck our 'ow rat.s before
you in".st in Cycle Insur·
one.!

T .

DEAN RUSK

Reds would step up their fighting in Viet Nam next week.
"I regret thar I cannor report to you any p<lsitive and
enco ... -aging response to the
hopes of the overwh<::lming
majority of mankind," Rusk
told his first news conference
since the L' .S. diplomatic C:1mpaign and halt in the bombing

Flowers from •••

S
A

L

E

p~~
- WRISTLETS

-CORSAGES
-BOUTONNIERES
orcler now for the •••

MILlYARY BALL
FREE DELIVERY

SUPPLY STOR E

SHOPPING CENTER

simistic note since the launching of the U.S. peace effort,
the secretary of state seemed
to:
-Warn Hanoi that the string
is running outon Washington's
current peace drive, and the
bombing of the North could be
resumed soon if Hanoi reiLises
to make a peaceful response.
-Serve notice to those who
advocated a bombing lull-allies, neutrals and Communis!s
-that North Viet Nam's rejection of U.S. peace overtures means Washingtcn is
getting ready to make new,
ill'obably tough, deCisions.

MOSCOW (AP) - The U.S.
Embassy said Saturday the
Soviet government repprted
Newcomb Mott, a husky young
American serving a Soviet
prison senten:;e, committed
suicide by cutting his throat.
The formal Soviet notification said the suicide occurred
in the nighr of Thursday- Friday while t-.lott, T. a balding,
red-haired
book salesman
from Sheffield, t-.lass., was
being transferred from his
arctic prison in l\-lurmansk
to a forced l~bt)r camp.
The Hussians said 1\10[[ had
killed himself in the toilet of
the train on which he was being
taken to the camp, embassy
sources said.
He was convicted Nov. 24 of
illegally crossing the Norwegian-Soviet frontier Sept. 4
a od sentenced to 18 months.
He would have been eiigible
fur parole next June 4 when
half the sentence would have
been completed.
The <;oviets said Mott's body

had been taken to the morgue
at Kirov, 500 miles northeast
of Moscow.
The U.S. Embassy made immediate plans to send two consular officials to Kirov but
said disposition of the !Jody
would depend upon the wishes
of Mott's parents, i\-Ir. and
Mrs. Howard Mort, al<;o of
Sheffield, I\lass. They haH'
been notified.
U.S . .-\mbassador Fay D.
Kohler said, "I am profoundly shocked by the death of
Newcomb Matt and deplore
the handling of rhi;, matter
which has conle to such a
tri'lgic end."
In Washington, the State Department said "It is indeed a
matter of deep regret and concern to the U.S. 'i! )vernment
that the numerous appeals to
the Soviet governI"'ent for a
more reasonable, humanitarian disposition of this case
were not heeded before it
came to this tragic end."

~
EYEWEAR

Your glasses should be a definite
part of you. personality. Our
stylishly correct frames will make
you I.. ok like you. glaJr.orous best.
ONE DAY SERVICE AVAILABLE

r-----..----,

FOR MOST EYEWEAR
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19 ~ ~ l!Hill rn

of North Viet Nam began 29
days ago.
"There is every sign that
the other side is going to intensify its activity after the
Tet period," he said. The Tet
is the lunar new year holiday
in Viet Nam, supposed to be
observed by a cease-fire
which ends Sunday.
Rusk sidestepped questions
about when President Johnson
might renew air strikes on the
North, and he reaffirmed
Johnson's statement that "the
door of peace must be kept
wide open."
B~~t in strikinjl; his most pes-

American, Prisoner
In Soviet, Kills Self

Insu.. witlt tit. old.Sf and
la.g.sf
cycl. insu,onc.
company in th. U.S.A. and
g.t mer. fa' you, dollar!

SPEEDE SERVfCE

Rusk indicated in Washington that President Johnson's
peace offensive has come to
the end of a phase, saying it
has drawn an overwhe1mingly
favorable response throughc.ut

the world, but fail;;!d to get
"any positive and encouraging
respcnse" from the Vietnamese Communists.
He refused to say whether
or when the United Stares
might resume the bombing of
North Viet Nam, which was
suspended 29 days ago.
As to tne war outlook in
general, he told the news
conference:
"There is every sign that
the other side is going to intensify its activity after the
Tet period."

Mum on Air Lull

INSURANCE

"You, Cycl~Center Since 1938"
Corbondale _ _ 451.5421

A patrol of the U.s. IOlst
Airborne Division had drawn
guerrilla fire Thursday night
three miles northwest of Tuy
Hoa. Armed helicopters sped
to the aid of the patrol. A
spokesman said the paratroopers claimed they killed
three Viet Congo No American
casualties were reported.

CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

PHONE 9-3560

$9.50

THOROIJGH El"E •
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~--------CONRAD OPTICAL
Across from 'he Varsity T;,e.. ,e •. Dr. C. E. Kendrick,
optometrist eo.ne, 16th. and Monroe, Herrin. Dr. C.
Conrad, optometrist.
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Illinois Courts Set Precedent
As Dockets Come Up to Date
CHICAGO (AP)-The chief
justice of the Illinois Supreme
Court said Friday night that
the backlog of court cases in
the state is showing signs of
disappearing.
Ray I. Klingbiel ofEastMoline believes that "in our
generation we will see in Illinois a court docket that will
permit a party anywhere within the state to be our of the
trial court in two or three
years."
Klingbiel said the high court
last year joined with the federal court in setting a pattern
to .';olve legislative reapportionment.

He
said the procedurE:
adopted is "being followed and
studied by the natior. as a whole
and some of the members of
our court have been receiving
letters from Supreme Court
justices in other jurisdictions
asking that we tell them how
IllinoiS was able to accomplish
its much heralded result."
Reviewing judicial accomplishments of the past year,
he said that as a result of new
Appellate procedures, cases
of critical import are getting
to the Appellate courts and to
the Supreme Court "quicker
and more expeditiously than
ever before."

Busler Worllnan Crony Slain

•••1

••-'•••
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Some Radioactivity
Attributed to Crash
ALMERIA, Spain (AP)physicians doing
physical checkups on persons
engaged in recovering wreckage of a U.S. nuclear bomber
said Friday night that they
found slight traces of radioactivity among several Spanish civil guards (policemen).
The doctors said the traces
were "very slight and should
disappear in a few days."
Officials theorized that one
of several nuclear devices
picked up from the crash
wreckage in the sand dunes
hereabouts had broken open
enough (0 let a minimum
a m0 unt
of radioactivity
escape.

IIii~iIiiI. Spanish

CONFIDENCE JUSTIFIED--Morris Shenker (left), defense attorney
for Frank (Buster) Wortman, alleged gangland figure, gives the victory sign as he and Wortman await the verdict in Wortman's trial
for income tax evasion. Wortman was acquitted in East St. Louis
yesterday.
(AP Photo)

Italian Premier Quits
ROME (AP)-Premier Aldo
Moro resigned Friday, barely
12 hours aiter snipers in his
own Christian Democrat party defeated him in Parliament.
As is the custom in Italian
poltical crises, Presidem Giuseppe Saragat reserved decisian and asked Moro to stay
on as caretaker premier.
saragat will stan consultations Saturday to canvass
opinion on the man to designate as premier.
The downfall of the Moro

CASEYVILLE, Ill. (AP)-An
associate or reputed Southern
Illinois gangland figure Frank
(Buster) Wortman was gunned
down Friday and a Chicago
ex-convict was charged with
the murder.
George A. (Stormy)Harvill,
42, a former tavern owner

coalition government came 24
days after Amintore Fanfani
quit as Italy's foreign minister
and, in a speech to his fellow
Christian
Democrats, demanded a full-fledged government reshuffle.
Such a reshuffle could bring
Fanfani back to the premiership.
The latest political crisis
exploded in Parliament just
before midnight Thursday. A
Moro administration bill to
establish
s tat e
nursery
schools was voted down, 250
to 231, in a secret ballot.
It was evident that members
of Moro's own party h"d voted
against him.
Moro's resignation is not
expected to
alter Italy's
center-left government formula, based on a coalition of
the Christian Democrat, SoCialist, Democrat Socialist
and Republican panies.

the Jinest in

shoe-repair
(Work done while you wait)

Settlemoir's
Ii cross from 'he Varsity

We dye SATIN shoes!

with a record of arrests, was
found with wounds in the neck,
left arm and back, lying in the
drivewa\l of his former wife's
home • .
John J. Rooney, 31, of Chicago, who was acquitted
Thursday of a robbery charge
in Cahokia. was arrested at
the scene, charged with murder and held in the St. Clair
County jail in Belleville.
Harvill was the third close
Wortman associate [0 be shot
to death in three years. Elmer
(Dutch) Dowling and Melvin
Beckman were found on a
lonely road near Belleville in
1962. both shot in the head.
Chief Deputy SheTiff William Miskell said Rooney told
him he shot Harvill. but that
Rooney gave no reason for
the shooting.
Miskell said Rooney and
Harvill's former wife, Anita
Sarro, 31, had been out together shortly before the
shooting.

•
•
•
•
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• IHTES PLAY ..·RE ..:

CRAZY HORSE

BILLIARD ROOM CAMPUS
SHOPPING
CENTER

RUMPUS ROOM

THE FINEST NATURAL
SANDBLAST on the
MARKET TODAY

At The

31amingo
Dance Bantl
TONIGHT

A
T
S
H:
I
R
T
S

A
L
E

ALL STYLES

9 P.M.
213 E. Main

E

19~~0~rn
410 S. ILlINDlS CARBDNDAlE. III

SUPPLY STORE
AMPUS SHOPPI~G CE~TER

Pa"'14
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YOU'LL LOVE
OUR FAST.
COURTEOUS
PRO FESSIONAL
SERVICES
• DRY CLEANING
• LAUNDRY
• SHIRT SERVICE

EAST GATE CLEANERS
WALL AT WALNUT

PH. '-4221

JanuarY 22.. .'"

Weekend Radio Bill to Offer
Symphonies, Sports, Panels
Saluki warm-up with Mike
campus and the Southern IlLyons will precede tonight's
linois area.
broadcast of the SIU-Tennessee State basketball game. Sa- I p.m.
Metropolitan Opera:
luki warm-up will begin at
Beethoven's Fidelio.
7:30 p.m., anQ ~ame time will
be at 7:50 p.m.
7 p.m.
Other programs:
Broadway Beat: The original casts and dialogue of
10 a.m.
Broadway productions.
From Southern Illinois: Music to brighten Saturday 8:30 p.m.
morning with hosts Dick LeJazz and You: Outstanding
vy and Rich Bennett providjazz artists.
ing information from the

AFROTC BUILDS MEN •••
ON MOO & CACKLE BURGERS

SUNDAY
4 p.m.

ANN SPURBECK

Music Department
To Present Recital

Shryock Concert: Live from

Ann Spurbeck, Violinist, will
be presented in a guest artist
recital by the Department of
5 p.m.
The Sunday Show: A round- Music at 4 p.m. Sunday in
up of the week's events. Shryock Auditorium.
Mrs. Spurbeck, Wife of music instructor Peter Spur beck.
7 p.m.
The featured program for is an accomplished musician
this Sunday is "Special of in her own right, and occuthe Week." It is a panel pies the second chair in the
discussion on the population violin section of the &outhern
Illinois Symphony Orchestra
explosion.
this year. She has also appeared in a number of area
8 p.m.
BBC Theatre: "One Man recitals.
She will be assisted by Lois
And His Dog:' by Andrew
Palen of Murphysboro. vioSachs.
loncello, a University student and also a member of
8:35 p.m.
Masters of Opera: Leo De- both the Southern nUnois Symphony and the University Orlibes.
chestra,
and Liselotte
Schmidt, piano. Miss Schmidt
MONDAY
is a new member of the UniMonday's radio schedule versity music faculty this
will feature "The Form of Un- year.
Mrs. Spurbeck's program
popular Notion." Betty Fladeland, associate professor of will consist of Bach's Sonata
history, ~andall Nelson, as- No.2 in 0 major, Beethoven's
sociate professor of govern- Sonata in A major. Opus 30,
ment, and Corydon Finch, at- No. I, and Mendelssohn's Trio
torney. will discuss civil dis- in 0 minor.
The public is invited to atobedience. The program will
tend without charge.
be broadcast at 8 p.m.
Other programs:

SIU.

WSIU.TV to Shmv
Movie 'Aparajito'

7:30 p.m.
Music by Don Gillis: "Ballet
For Band," "Lone
Star," "Hymnsong for SunContinental Cinema will
day," "1'...lr. Rig."
feature "Aparajito," a film
that was the grand prize win8:35 p.m.
ner of the Venice Film FesToscanini:
Saint Saen's tival in 1956, at 10 p.m. MonSymphony No • .3 in C minor, day on WSIl'- TV.
Brahms' Symphony No. I in
Other programs:
C minor, l\'lozart's Symphony No. 35 in D.
4:45 p.m.
Let's Go: Things to do and
places to go.
Chica~o

Professor
To Lecture Here
Robert J. Braidwood, professor of anthropology at University of Chicago, will speak
on the appearance of villagefarming
communities
in
Southeastern Asia at a Department of Anthropology lecrure at 8 p.m. Monday in the
Agriculture Building Seminar
Room.

8 p.m.
Passport 8: Expedition, A
Russian whale hunt.

Ihde to Speak Sunday
"The Theological Revolution," a talk by Don Ihde,
assistant professor of philosophy, will be given at the
Wesley Foundation at 7 p.m.
Sunday.

ORDERIIOW!
1966 ILLINOIS

LICENSE PLATES
PICK VP SERYlCE·DIRECT FROM SPRINGflUO

2 DA Y SERVICE
$1.50 PER SET INCLUDES ALL CHARGES
NO MONEY ORDE R~ OR STAMPS TO BUY!

SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE
UNIVERSITY SQUARE

CAMPVS SHOPPING CE1VTER

Vi)gerDI'vl'a:e~§'"

;-,;
The nc.rth basketball C'Jurt
in the Arena has been reserved
for wheelchair students from
1 to 3 p.m. Sunday, according to Glenn (Abe) Martin,
head of intramural athletics.
Students should use .t_he east

Gymnasts for
Today's l\feet
Both Yankee and Souherner
will be able to see SIU's
women's gymnastics teams as
Coach Herb Vogel divides his
squad in half for weekend
meets.
In the north Gail Daley,
Donna Schaenzer. Janis and
Judy Dunham and newcomer
Gail Evans will be competing
in the Flint (Mich.) Open; while
in the south Nancy Smith, Sue
Rogers, Mary Ellen Toth.
Linda Scott and Kristi Borkheimer will be putting on a
gymiiastics
exhibitilin
at
MempiJis, Tenn.
The Flint Open ch:JIDpionships will provide an opportunity for a Michigan State
team and a strong Flint team
to try for an upset over the
favored SIU women.
Southern has not competed
in the championship the last
two years, but was victoriOUS
in 1963, the team's first year
at Southern.
Michigan State is led by
last year's Miss Michigan.
Sally Noble. who was also the
national gymnastics clinic allaround champion in 1965.
Backing her up will be Janet
Richter, a finalist in the
recent Midwest Open championships.
The loss of Irene Haworth
will put more pressure on
Southern's one-two punch of
Miss
Daley
and
Miss
Schaenzer. Both have been
suffering from a mild cases
of flu this wP.ek and as a
result have only worked out
twice.
Janis Dunham. who recently
has come on strong as Southern's No. 3 performer, and
her sister Judy are expected
to take up some of the slack.
Miss Evans is coming
into her own in the uneven
parallel bars. according to
Vogel.
At Memphis the women will
conduct an all Jay clinic today.
giving demonstrations and
teaching gymnastics.

Sports Radio Issue
Heard by Senate
(Continued from Poge 16)

station. He said it was a matter
of taste.
He said later that,3nyone can
appeal to wsru for assistance
in broadcasting games.
Robbins said that the announcers on WSIU were highly
trained and competent.
Boydston said that the situation is now being reviewed
by members of the administration and that the
Athletic:; Department would
accept whatever decision that
is arrived at.
Robbins stated that this
would also be agreeable to the
Broadcasting SerVice.

1-;
'

I

.;;;,1'
SALUK! SWIl'ttMERS ARE (FRONT ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT) KIMO MILES,
THOM McANENY AND ED MOSSOTTI. (BACK ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT)
DON SHAFFER, REINHARD WESTENRIEDER AND MIKE MILES.

Campus

Saluki Swimmers to Meet Cincinnati Team
At U. School Today; 4th Victory Is Goal
The SIU swimming team will
be trying for its fourth straight
victory of the season today
when it meets the University
of Cincinnati at 7:45 p.m. in
the University School Pool.
The
preliminary
meet
between the SIU and Cincinnati
freshmen will start at 6 p.m.
Coach Roy Lagaly"s Bearcats. who have won the
Missouri Valley Conference
for the last six years. started
their season with a 60-35
victory over the Air Force
Academy before losing 72-23
to powerful Indiana University.
Lagaly will have to rely
mainly on sophomoresforthis
meet and fl)r the rest of the
season because four· of .his
nine lettermen encountered
scholastic difficulties.
The Bearcats are le~t by
cocaptains Lal'ce Altenau. who
swims the 20~-yard butterfly. and Rudy Boerio. who
swims both the 50 and 100yard freestyle. and Jack
Zakim,
Cincinnati's
allAmerican backstroke swimmer.
Lagaly lists his two weakest events as diving and the
200 breastsfroke.
The Salukis, 61-31 winners
last year, have much the same
cast back this year.
Thorn McAneney, who last
week set a Nebraska pool
record in the 200-yard freestyle with a time of 1.51:5,
will compete in both the 200
and 500-yard freestyle.
Kimo Miles and Gerald
Pearson. two other members
of the "big three:' will also
see action with Miles competing in the 50-yard freestyle
and the 200-yard butterfly and
Pearson in the 200-yard
breaststroke.
Sophomore Ed Mossotti.
who also set a Nebraska pool
record in the loo-yard freestyle with a time of 49.5

seconds, wiD also see action.
Other Saluki swimmers will
be Don Shaffer in the 100

and 200-yard freestyle; Reinhard Westenrieder in the 200yard individual medley and the
400 freestyle relay; Mike
Miles in the 400 freestyle
relay,
Rich Evertz in the 200 individual medley and the 500
freestyle; Bob O'Callaghan in
the 200-yard backstroke and
the 400 medley relay; Phil
Prokaski in the 200-yard
backstroke, Tom Crowder
In the 200-yard butterfly and
the 500-yard freestyle. Marco
Bonne in the 50-yard freestyle
and Howard Harris in the 200-.
rard breaststroke.
~

beauty salon
&7' .ppofntlllent or Walk-in

1-8717

M••t to th ..

r.iii~~ii~~B~e~a~utt~lfl~u~'~
flowers
Jor .he

Military
Ball

."n
Jrene "
College Florist
601 S. Illinois

451-6660
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FOR SALE

Corvette engi .. e, 283 with 2-4'5.

~~~ b':d~~!~e~~:~ai!r:~~it7;~~

L.ica 111-25 with dual.rm.ge f/2 I-_C_al_l_aft_er_6_p_.m_._68_4-_2_7_24_._1i0_1..... ;:~kin:u;::.'i~ 3 ~:ila!~. t;:::~~'
Sumicron lens, luggage case,
lots Dvailoble. t:all 7.6405_
~::~/t~: etE~ce~:!~~n:~ncd;~~
1965 Triumph Bannevile Motar600
ion $350.
Phone Gordon ot
cycle. 650 cc. twin carburators,
3.2021.
S68
law milage, J.I. Mintan. R 2,
WANTED
Anna. Illinois_ PI.one 833-5344.
583
Mus' sell my 1965 15Occ. S.. zulei
Tt',or for student taking Phys.
lology 315B. Coli after .. p.m_
~~i:"s. ~~i.e ::n:saff:~~' Co~.!«:
549-2649_
SSQ
Jim 7-8518
597
Sony TC·500A, portable stereo

1------------1
Aquo floor-length formal. Size
JI·I2.. Empire styling. Ideal for
Military Boll. Asleing SI5. Phone
457.4262..
594

taperecorder,

21" Airline TV" new pi~ture
tube, $60_00. One year old Frigiair

conditianer,

19,000

BTU, $270. Notify immediately_
Moving. Call 549·1201.
595

accessories.

SERVICES OFFERED
Safety

1959

daire

all

S225 or best offer. Coli Gene
after 5015 p.m. at 5725. 602

10',,45'

T.-avela

house-

trailer. Air conditioned, early
A",.rican furniture. In excellent

condition. Hicleory Leaf Trailer
Court. Trailer No.5 98S-lji05.
6U4

first

Drj ver" s

trClifting.

Speeialist. Stat.. licensed certi.
fied instf'uctors. Get your driy ...
er's license the easy Wat. Call

S49-4213 Box 933, Co.bondale.
582
Organ Lessons.

Teacher of 0,-

gan will give lessons in your

1964 Mini·Bilee ...d 1958 Lam.
brefto_ Batt. in excellent condition. Call 9-4S01.
591

1965 JowQ 50 in running condi.
tian. S75. Call 9.3679.
592

FOR RENT

BUDDY
ROGERS
arid

~

His Band

u ...._~W~e~. Fri. Sat.

".Jne rhythm guitar. Contact Max

Jor your ,lining
& Janring plf'iWlr~
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 684-3231

EXCEUE,VT

B_.t~Ql:ET FACILlT/~ \
..fJ':.fIL4B/,E

Downtown .llurphysboro

Bauer. 116 Small Group Housing.
5?0

Register-wee co'" pri" ... Klondilee Buddy Buclc 5idewalle Sale.
Guess lowest temperaMe II
;;':~-~:d~- Soturd"F at the 5q;~;

Rooms for rent. 10 va\;aneies in
5 doubles. R_m and board $290.
per quarte,. 512 S. H..,.~. Call
457·2345.
589
Rooms for rent. 5 "acanies ull

=~~"::::;,~ooT".::!!:i~!::e30:1?
Ches:nut. Call 9-4130_

Seven years ex-

perience with Lyon Healy Music

Co.. Chicago.
Call Mrs. O,r.
Corbandale 549-4485.
562

HELP WANTED

Gibs ... boss electr ic guitor; true

The Cellar

home or mine.

S88

For stable work, grooming ond
training horses. Man or woman.

Chanee to ride. Experience in

pony club preferred_ 457-6167_
599

LOST
Carbondale Last-smoll beagle.

1..,::.:::..::...-------=::.-t-----------1 S;~~t SOQ~a:r~~g~:.eetc~~~;r:na:~
Crown Prof 4.track stereo recOfder. S900 .olue-will sell few $400
or best offer. Excellent condit...
ion_ If interested call 457.8663.

570

1 bedroom traile,. 545 monthly.
2 bedroom trailer, 560 plus util-

ities, 2 miles from compu56 1m-

medi ate possession. Phone 9-2533.
584

p.t. Name Bozo. Brown and
white, 7 yeors ald. Flea collar.
Has slight limp in rear leg.
"Substantial" reward. Call 549·
2944.
581

Job Corps Operation Relinquished by Southern
The management and operation of the Camp Breckinridge
Job Corps Center in Morganfield. Ky., will not be the
responsibility of SIU after July
1.
President Delyte W. Morris
and the Office of Economic
Opportunity in Washington.
D.C.. announced Friday that
upon expiration of the contract
betwe",n the two on July 1.
a private industrial organization will take over the camp.
The Univer3ity will continue
to aid the camp in any way it
can. according to the announcement. Supponing services and educational programs will be offered to the
camp by SIU.
It is not expected that there
will be any interruption of
camp operations during the
changeover. and most of the
staff members will be retained.
A new contractor for the
facility. located in an old
World War II rr.ilitary camp.
has not yet been named. according to the announcement.
According to The Associated Press. the OEC plans
to have an industrial organization assume operation of
the camp. The Job Corps'
"showplace" camp at aformer Army post named Camp
Kilmer in New Jersey is operated by an electronics firm.

It recently came under fire
for mismanagement from a
team of Rutgers University
professors.
Since its opening in January.
1965. under the managership
of sm. the Camp Breckinridge
Job Corps installation has become a comroversial subject
across the nation.
In August, 1965, a riot involving about
50 youths
erupted at the camp. Some of

the men were suspended. The
Office of Economic Opportunity stopped sending new
trainees until the matter could
be investigated.
Enrollment at the camp.
which was designed for 1.000
trainees. dropped from 600 to
400. It was not until this month
that new trainees were again
sent to the camp.
The camp has also come
under fire by Sen. Everett M.
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Break in Main
Floods Basement
A water main break early
Thursday
resulted in the
flooding of the basement of
Anthony Hall.
The main centers of damage from the flood were in
the Information Service mailing room and in the Alumni
Services mailing room.
Most of the damage was [Q
paper materials.

A.P News
Pages 12, 13

Page 16

to help With what~ver help is
'" e sir e d. "
Morris s aid.
"While operation of the camp
has been a heavv administrative burden on the Universitv
and a drain on some human
retiourceti. the impressive development of these young
corpsmen is convincing proof
of the validity of the Job Corps
objectives:'
"SIL; cannot take full credit
for all of the fine thinS!;s that
have happened to our corpsmen," Morris said. Tremendous assistance 'las come
from individuals. from church
organizations and communities in a Wide area around
Breckinridge who have worked
positively for the success of
the program. he said.

SIU's St;ngy Defense to Meet
I05-Po;nt Challenge Tonight
4th-Ranked Tennessee State
Boasts Young High Scorers
Southern
will play one
of the highest-scoring teams
in the country at 8 p.m. today
in the Arena when it meets
Tennessee State.
The high-scoring. highflying Tigers rank second in
the country among small colleges with an average of 105
points a game. according to
the lastest NCAA statistics.
This phenomenal point total
has led the Tigers to a record
of 11-1 this season. It also
earned them a founh-place
ranking in the United Press
International poll. Their only
loss so far came at the hands
of Lincoln (Mo.) University
last Monday.
One unusual fact about the
Tigers is that their leading
scorer and the leading rebounder from last year's te~m
are both back, but neither is
staning.
McAnhur
Robens, the
team's high-point man a year
ago, has been replaced at the
staning guard post by Phil
Scott. a 5-7 sophomore. Ed
Johnson, a 6-9 junior who led
in rebounding last year, is
now sitting on the bench while
Henry "Boo" Watkins is
staning at the pivot.

Senate Ousts
3 Members
Wayne Senalik. Keith Phoenix and Jim Nugent, campus
senators. were expelled from
the Campus Senate Thursday
night because they had too
many unexcused absences
from meetings.
Senalik represents fraternities; Phoenix. General Studies; and Nugent. fine ans.
The constitution states that
senators are allowed to miss
only two of the regularly
scheduled Senate meetings
without a substitute.
In other action the Senate
voted to pay its $50 dues to
the Carboncale Chamber of
Commerce.
Payment was held up this
yea!' because of a report that
was to be made by Ron Centanni. city relations commissioner, on the workings of the
Chamber of Commerce and
whether it would be wonhwhile to renew the membership.
The Senate approved the
appointments of the KA adVisory board. George Paluch,
student body president. made
the appointments. For the
faculty were Bill Herr. Walter
Craig. instructor of photography. and Leon Bennett, instructor of English. Student
members are Bill Lingle.
Jerry Knoll and Jim Kolsky.
In ~ bill entitled Campus
Beautttication, Ray Lenzi outlined the formation of a student group to work with University pIa nne r s in the
foemation of policy concerning
physical changes that the campus is to undergo.

Dirksen, R.. Ill., who criticized the operation of the camp
on a nationwide teleVision
broadcast.
R. Sargem Shriver. director
of OEO, said Friday that credit
is due to SIU for making its
resources available at the
very beginning. in recognition
of the national importance and
potential of the Job Corps
program.
"We want to do all we can

HENRY WATKINS

Debate Ra"esal Session

Boydston Explains New Sports Network;
Administration Studying It, Senate Told
An hour and a half debate
before the Campus Senate
raged Thursday night over the
new
radio network broadcasting Saluki athletic events.
Un one side was Donald N.
Boydston,
director
of
athletics, and on the other
was
Buren C.
Robbins.
director of the Broadcasting
Service.
Both were thert.' at the invitation of the Sl.'natl.' which W:lS
studyinl!: a report m:llk' by
Rkhard Ll.'vy. ml'mt,.'r ;If a
special commil tt.'~· set up to
investigate the matter.
Levy first asked Boyd::lton
to explain how the tll.:'W network was form(.'d and for wh:lt
reasons.
Bovdsron answered thar the
AthIe-tiCS Department was approached by representative:;
of the Herrin radiO station. He
said they asked about the pos-

Sibility of working with a
separate network, other than
WSIU.
"We will heip anyone who
wants to give coverage," he
said.
"Thl're is no attempt on our
part to usurp the Broadcasting
SerVice," Bo\'dston said.
He said -th~' dcpartmem
hoped that coveragl' of Southern's athll·tic events could bl'
expanded
over Illinois, and
indud,' th,' St. Louis and Chi-

all

~3~O

arL"aS_

(3,,\'dstun said the Ath!etics
Departm"m thou~ht that [he
nL'W n"'twork would encouragl'
such ~·xpansion.
Th",
d,;opanm,>m is nor
payillg anything fonhe service
and the cOSt \..omes from the
network's
sponsors. Four
stations now subscribe to the
serVice, Boydston said.
He said he could not sel' any

conflict
betwee.' the tWO
services.
Boydston was questioned by
members of the. Senate about
Ron Hines. the announcer of
the new network.
Hines, who was present,
discussed his background in
the field. He said his job is
that of sports publicist and
thai the announcin\! was dont;'
without pay on his own time.
Hines saId ht.' W~lS hired b~
the
Information
Servi..:l',
works
for
Ih ..'
Arhktks
Department and that hiS salary
com;;>s from Ih .., Broadcasting
Sl'rnc,-'.
Robbins was ask;;>d if tht,
Broadcasting Service had recd vt.'d complaiiltS about ItS
broadcasts.
He replied that it had received complaints but that this
was normal for any radiO
(Continued on Page 15)

"BOO" responded to the
promotion this year by moving
into the lead in both scoring
and rebounding. The 6-5 junior
is averaging 21.7 points and
over 15 rebounds a game.
Right behind him in scoring
is Roben Eldridge. a 6-1
junior guard. He is averaging
20.5 points a game.
Staning at the forwards for
Tennessee State will be big
Aaron
Webster and Obie
Snyder. Webster is a 6-8
sophomore who moved into the
staning five this year. Snyder.
a 6-3 senior. staned a year
ago.
Backing up this staning five
will be Johnson and Robens.
along with Bruce Fowler, a
6-5 sophomore forward. and
Dwight Waller. a 6-6. 220pound center.
Tennessee State has been
a frequent visitor to Carbondale. The two teams have
mer 14 times. with Southerr.
winning eight of the games.
With its high scoring ami wideopen style, the Tigers are a
colorful team to watch. They
may not have players th('
caliber of yesteryear. such as
Larry Barnett and Porter
Meriwether. but tonight's
game should be exciting.
The Salukis have limited
their first 12 opponents to an
average of only 59.9 points
a game. and only one foe,
Wichita. has scored more than
60 points in the Arena. Wichita
got 68 points.

Gus Bode

Gus says when he takes a trip
it won't be ro Camp Breckenridge.

